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stars, passing, ships, sky, fishermen, imploring, wishes, nod, heavenly bodies, night, blanket, boat,

heartache, characters, glassing, eyes, massing, old nursery rhyme, deep, startled

00:06
I am Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:23
When I was a toddler, I was given a blanket depicting scenes from the old nursery rhyme wincon
Blinken and nod. The characters are three fishermen a sail and a wooden boat upon the starry
night sky. Here's some lines from the tail. All night long their nets they threw to the stars in the
twinkling foam. Then down from the skies came the wooden shoe, bringing the fisherman home. I
loved that blanket, it was white with satin trim. I was consoled by the idea of the three characters
up there, sailing the sky until their little boat brought them back down to earth. It instilled in me, I
suspect now a sense of longing for a journey like that into the far away. When the story ends, and
the boat lands, it becomes a wooden bed. And the fishermen are really just three children, winking
their sleepy eyes and nodding their tired heads and blinking off to sleep.

01:35
But for a time, they weren't out there.

01:39
Often in my life, when I feel lost or adrift, I found myself staring out a window at all the stars, how
impossible the distance they delineate. And yet, have you ever been startled by the feeling that
one star out there feels you watching it, and has turned somehow to regard you back? Maybe
that's where the whole business of wishing on stars got started. Something I've also always done.
To me, pitching wishes at those heavenly bodies sits upon the same spectrum as prayer. As I see it,
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all communication with the other side must make its way all the way out

02:25
there,

02:26
like a more elegant and instantaneous form of satellite technology. Once when I was 22 I looked
at it the stars and asked to be set free from the heartache. I'd been hamstrung by for months. I
wanted to cast it off as far as I could see. But how there were other bigger things I should have
been focusing on. Helped me. I asked whichever of the stars out there was listening. And though it
sounds crazy, I could feel one answer me. And I felt finally free.

03:10
Today's poem is Paul Lawrence

03:13
Dunbar's ships that pass in the night in it. Someone is looking up at the night sky and
contemplating some wish some deep sense of longing ships that pass in the night by Paul
Laurence Dunbar. Out in the sky, the great dark clouds are massing. I look far out into the
pregnant night or I can hear a solemn booming gun and catch the gleaming of a random light.
That tells me that the ship I seek is passing, passing my tearful eyes My souls deep hurt are
glassing for I would hail and check that ship of ships.

04:04
I stretch my hands

04:06
imploring cry aloud. My voice falls dead a foot from my own lips and but it's ghost that reached
that vessel

04:16
passing passing
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04:21
Oh Earth Oh sky,

04:24
ocean, both surpassing a heart of mine. Oh soul that dreads the dark. Is there no hope for me? Is
there no way that I may sight and check that speeding bark, which out of sight and sound is
passing? passing. The slow down is a production of American Public Media, in partnership

04:52
with the Poetry Foundation.
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